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The Killing of a South Korean Woman in Siwa and Western Travel Bans 

 

9 October 2017, by Jasper A. Kiepe 

 

 

On Saturday, September 30, 2017, a female South Korean tourist (36) was killed in Siwa, the capi-

tal city of a remote oasis in Egypt’s Western Desert with the same name. The victim was stabbed 

several times, by an Egyptian man (27) from Alexandria, whom she has been meeting in Cairo 

prior to the incident. The Egyptian man was working in a juice shop in Cairo and had come to know 

the woman through conversations on the internet. “She invited me to come and stay with her in 

Siwa oasis. When I arrived, fights increased between us on financial matters,” the perpetrator said 

during investigations (Egyptian Independent, October 1, 2017) 

 

Local residents arrived at the scene after they were alarmed by the sound of loud screams from 

the deceased’s home. The man, apparently, did not try to escape and was taken by residents to 

the police where he confessed to the murder (ibid.) 

 

Rumors of the deceased being stripped naked and the perpetrator dressed improperly could not be 

confirmed, says Mohammed Mahmoud, a well-informed native from Siwa. Mahmoud has spent 

years working in the tourism industry and assisting several media outlets to produce documen-

taries about Siwa. Other rumors claim the perpetrator was under the influence of alcohol and was 

not in fact an Egyptian but a Jordanian national. The claim of El Watan News (online article from 3 

October 2017) that the deceased was working as a prostitute could not be confirmed. 

 

According to a source at the Korean Embassy in Cairo, the perpetrator arrived in Siwa two days 

before the murder. Some Siwan residents state that they had seen them together, as the Korean 

woman was permanently staying in Siwa for at least two months. The source at the Embassy was 

informed that the victim was not in a mentally stable condition. Mr. San Yong Han, South Korean 

correspondent in Egypt, said she was half Korean and half Japanese, even though she was hold-

ing a Korean passport. She lived an isolated life and did not have any relations with the Korean 

community. Different residents in Siwa tried to make contacts with her which she avoided. 

 

An autopsy was conducted to examine whether the deceased had an intimate encounter with the 

man before she was killed. The Korean Embassy did not want to comment on the outcome of this 

autopsy. 
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Siwa, an oasis in the Western Desert of Egypt, is known to be a peaceful spot in the middle of the 

desert, and is usually associated with the Sufi tradition and the Oracle of Amun. Despite its scenic 

location, tourism and development projects there have been suffering from the area’s bad reputa-

tion, with Siwa claimed to be a hub for the smuggling of diverse merchandise near the Libyan bor-

der. Despite the Dutch travel advisory’s claim that smuggling in the area includes weapons, the 

well-informed Mohammed Mahmoud and other residents in Siwa emphasize that this is not a fact 

in the oasis or nearby.  

 

We checked around 30 reports on weapons smuggling in the Libyan desert on the internet but 

none of the reports mentioned Siwa specifically, which would have been expected if the area is in-

deed a smuggling hub. 

 

Since 2014, the Egyptian Military has made efforts to improve security in the area. As a result, 

smuggling has become extremely difficult, but this has not yet had an impact on Western govern-

ments’ travel bans on the region. This represents a significant obstacle for the region’s develop-

ment, Cornelis Hulsman, deputy chairman of the Center for Arab-West Understanding, says. Huls-

man’s work is affected as he has been trying to initiate a number of development projects in Siwa. 

Hulsman’s struggle with Western authorities is detailed in the 2016 article “The Insanity of a Travel 

Ban to Siwa” by Jayson Casper (Arab-West Report, October 21, 2016.) 

 

Despite the Egyptian Military’s efforts, most parts of the Western Desert (including Siwa) are 

marked as a no-go area by authorities of the United States, Germany, France and The Nether-

lands, as well as several other European countries (with the only exception being Hungary, as in-

vestigated by Arab West Report on 21 September 2016, updated 2 October 2017). Several at-

tempts to reach out to Egyptian authorities to comment on the situation have failed so far, says 

Hulsman. Having inquired on 21 September 2016, Hulsman has yet to receive a response from 

both the Ministry of Tourism and the Egyptian Tourism Federation. 

 

“Of course the authorities in any given country cannot guarantee that a certain area is 100 percent 

safe,” says Hulsman, “but, as sad it is, this murder case has nothing to do with terrorism.” Huls-

man, who has been a frequent visitor to Siwa in the last years, also refers to meetings with local 

officials and police representatives who all emphatically say Siwa is safe. In his opinion, the foreign 

travel advisories are doing more harm than good to the oasis. “I believe Egyptian authorities 

should make a clear written statement that Siwa is safe, but they’d rather remain silent,” criticizes 

Hulsman, stating that he only receives verbal remarks by officials rather than a written statement.  
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Siwa oasis had already been excluded from the high security zone close to the Libyan border in 

Presidential Decree 444 of 2014 (see the attached map below). However, since then, no update 

has been issued and no attempt has been made by Western governments to remove the travel 

ban. This is a particularly concerning problem for the tourism sector as many insurance policies ex-

clude do-not-travel areas from their coverage. 

 

The Dutch travel advisory differs greatly on travel to Siwa from the other travel advisories we have 

checked. The Dutch advisory colors the entire Western Desert orange to show potential travelers 

that this is an area where one should only go for necessary travel. Yet, Siwa oasis is colored red 

which means that for the Dutch travel advisory this is a “no-go” area, an area of the same status as 

North Sinai. It is only the Dutch who have highlighted Siwa in this way, although there is no com-

parison between the violence and dangers in North Sinai (that Egyptian authorities also agree to) 

and those of Siwa where no extremist violence or abductions have been reported since 2011. The 

Dutch travel advisory is also not in line with the high security zone in Presidential Decree 444 of 

2014, which explicitly designates Siwa as a location that is excluded from the high security zone 

that no civilian should enter. Marsa Matrouh is marked yellow in the Dutch travel advisory, mean-

ing there are risks like in Cairo, but it is certainly better than an area marked orange. The road be-

tween Matrouh and Siwa is not in the high security zone and in the Dutch travel advisory is marked 

orange. Yet, Siwa itself is highlighted red as if this is some kind of hub where foreigners should 

fear for their lives. 

 

Hulsman makes the comparison between travel to Siwa and Upper Egypt: “When we visit Upper 

Egypt with our students, we first have to inform Egyptian security authorities and get a permit for 

travel. Once the permit has been obtained, a tourism police officer will join the bus. Once we are 

south of Beni Suef, a police car escorts our bus. This is an area that in the Dutch travel advisory is 

colored orange. Yet, if we go to Siwa, we have to pass military checkpoints on the road between 

Marsa Matrouh and Siwa. They check if all passengers carry a valid ID. Once we pass the last 

checkpoint, we enter Siwa oasis and no police officer or police car accompanies us, which shows 

the confidence local police authorities have in the security of the oasis. I have been tens of times to 

Siwa, often leading groups, and never have we encountered any violence. The differences in expe-

riences show that the red color for Siwa in the Dutch travel advisory is very odd. I have also never 

received any report that provided clear evidence of incidents that happened in Siwa while there 

are, unfortunately, reports about incidents between Muslims and Christians in Upper Egypt.” 

 

Despite the negative travel advisories, local investors try to improve the public image of the place, 

paving the way for tourism and investment. Siwa is home to tens of foreign residents, mostly 

women who have been there for many years. One of the long-term female residents says: “For 
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friends of mine, it was a very positive life-changing experience to visit Siwa last year. Next year I 

am expecting other visitors to come,” adding that she “always felt safe in the oasis.” 

 

Egyptian nationals are coming in ever greater numbers to Siwa. Many decided to make their living 

in Siwa while thousands of others come for tourism. “They don’t care about the Western travel 

bans and busses filled with Egyptian tourists come to Siwa anyway,” Hulsman observes. 

 

Investors in Siwa say that security in general is not an issue in Siwa at all, as long as people exer-

cise certain precautions and follow the instructions of the army and Tourism Police when it comes 

to visiting places outside of the oasis (e. g. reaching Siwa is only possible through the Marsa Ma-

trouh road and for desert safaris one must obtain a permit in advance).  

 

Regarding the recent crime, Mohammed Mahmoud emphases that “this happens everywhere, not 

only in Siwa.” He highlights that harassment and at times violence against women is a general 

problem. Violence is usually linked to a relationship that went sour or business conflicts – and is 

not connected to the threat of terrorism.  

 

Viewed as such, this tragic incident is thus irrelevant for evaluating the security and potential dan-

gers of a place like Siwa. Mahmoud himself was “astonished by the crime.” Cornelis Hulsman is 

hoping Egyptian authorities will make an official statement about security in Siwa: “Silence, and 

thus letting rumors float, is harming Siwa and Egypt at large. 

 

Attachments 

1)   Map specifying the military zones that no civilian should enter without a military permit in Presi-
dential Decree 444 (2014) 

2)   Travel Advisory Map (The Netherlands, accessed October 9, 2017) 
3)   Cornelis Hulsman’s letter from 21 September 2016 
4)   Interview with Hulsman (see audio file in the database) 
 

 

Sources 

-   Egyptian Independent: “Egyptian man fatally stabs female South Korean tourist in Siwa Oasis,” 

http://www.egyptindependent.com/egyptian-man-fatally-stabs-female-south-korean-tourist-siwa-

oasis/,01/10/2017, accessed 0/10/17. 

-   El Watan News: “وراءمقتاللسائحةالكورية «المتعة»خالفعليتسعيرة :األمن,” http://www.elwa-

tannews.com/news/details/2575503,,03/10/17, accessed 09/10/17.  
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Attachment 1: Map specifying military zones that are no-go areas for civilians in Presidential De-

cree 444 (2014). 

  

Siwa Oasis	  
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Attachment 2: Travel Advisory Map (The Netherlands)  

[https://www.nederlandwereldwijd.nl/reizen/reisadviezen/egypte, link validated 4 October 2017.] 
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Attachment 3: Cornelis Hulsman’s letter from 21 September 2017 to Mr. S. S., Ministry of Tourism 

 
Cairo, September 21, 2016  
 
Ministry of Tourism 
Mr. S.S.  
 
Dear Mr. S.S. (name removed for privacy reasons), 
 
We are urgently in need of an official Egyptian statement on security of tourism to Egypt in general and Siwa 
in particular because of a tour planned to Siwa which is in conflict with the travel advice of different Western 
countries that our participants come from. 
 
We earlier met during the production of a film for tourism for Hong Kong TV. I am a Dutch long term resident 
in Egypt and Holy Family travel expert. I am also the deputy chairman (and acting chairman) of the Center 
for Arab-West Understanding (CAWU), an Egyptian NGO that has become Egypt’s largest student internship 
provider. CAWU also plays a major role in providing a realistic positive image of Egypt abroad.  
 
There are, due to the negative travel advisories, no organized groups going to Siwa despite the great natural 
beauty of the oasis. Dr. Mounir Neamatalla of EQI told us that there have been zero incidents with extremists 
or foreigners in and around Siwa for many years. There are several non-Egyptians permanently living in 
Siwa. None of them has reported any problems with security in Siwa. All of them feel very secure in the oa-
sis.  
 
Siwa has probably received a negative travel advisory due to the porous border between Egypt and Libya in 
2011-2013. At present, the military have sealed the border between Libya and Egypt since 2013. Yet Siwa 
has remained the victim of the extra harsh “do not travel” advisories of several Western countries. 
 
Our NGO, the Center for Arab-West Understanding, is bringing a a group to Siwa between October 13 -17 
with the following program: 
October 13 – Bus to Marsa Matrouh, meeting the governor of Marsa Matrouh and the head of the Desert Re-
search Center 
October 14 and 15 – retreat organized by Camilla Ainley with a focus on natural health 
October 16 – participation in the annual Siwa Sufi festival 
October 17 – return to Cairo 
 
We contacted Egyptian TV to cover this visit. As former Secretary-General of the Cairo Foreign Press Asso-
ciation I can easily ask foreign media to cover this visit. 
 
I have spoken with European diplomats and it would be unwise for our NGO to organize this visit and chal-
lenge this European travel advice unless we have a clear written statement from the Egyptian Ministry of 
Tourism stating that travel to Siwa oasis in Egypt is safe. In such a situation our NGO will have to chose be-
tween the European and Egyptian travel advice and of course we will chose the Egyptian travel advice. 
 
Your assistance in obtaining such a statement would be most appreciated.  
 
As an NGO we have a large network of university connections worldwide. Prof. Dr. Wolfram Reiss of Vienna 
University wrote us that he is ready to write the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs with a request to change 
the Austrian travel advisory if we obtain a clear official statement from Egyptian Authorities on security in 
travel to Siwa and other locations. See the attached draft revision of the travel advisory of our NGO. Is this in 
line with the Egyptian Ministry of Tourism?  
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The response of Prof. Reiss is an example of a prominent university professor who would like to see more 
opportunities for his students to discover Egypt. Clarity on the Egyptian position on what is secure in travel 
and what is insecure is therefore of key importance.  
 
I am of course most willing to explain this letter in person, possibly together with my good friend Dr. Mounir 
Neamatallah with whom I share a great love for Siwa. 
 
Sincerely Yours, 
 
Drs. Cornelis Hulsman 
Deputy Chairman Center for Arab-West Understanding 
Editor-in-Chief of Arab-West Report 
Tel: 0100-5684877 
 
Attached: 

-   List of travel advisories of Western countries in regard to Siwa 
-   Article ‘The European Women of Siwa,” Maadi Messenger, May, 2016 
-   The Center for Arab-West Understanding disagrees with the warning of the Middle East Studies As-

sociation (MESA) not to travel to Egypt for study and/or research, newsletter March 7, 2016  
-   CAWU travel advice – with request for feedback 

 
 
 
 
 
A similar letter was written on the same day to the  
Chair of the Egyptian Tourism Federation 
chairman@etf.org.eg 


